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my options, Jackie listened as always, and finally she shared her thoughts: “Jess, 
you	have	to	make	the	right	decision	for	you	for	right	now.	What	is	right	is	likely	
to	change.	And	there	is	nothing	that	will	be	perfectly	right.	So	determine	what	
you need right now, and decide.”
Plato, Shakespeare, and Gribbons all agree. “Know thyself.” “To thine own self  
be true.” “Know what is right for you.” The HESA curriculum and faculty infuse 
these	ideas	of 	self-knowledge	into	the	pedagogy	in	an	intentional	way,	and	the	













find myself  in quite a different place but with a job that fulfils the elements that 
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alongside the important but small tasks of  finding the office supply closet, learn-
ing how to operate the shredder, and collecting all the appropriate office keys. In 








of 	putting	the	tools	of 	awareness	and	knowledge	of 	scholarship	into	action	as	
a	professional.	I	pull	out	a	book	or	notes	from	class	to	help	me	understand	a	




Boy have I made some mistakes. Some have been funny; I selected “reply all” 





my lack of  knowledge about an aspect of  my job. “Where is that room?” “What 
is the appropriate way to respond to this problem?” “Do I really need to follow 
these guidelines or are these suggestions?” “Is my judgement out of  line?” “Did 










confidence. I recently had a chance to reflect on that humble confidence when 
Sister	Helen	Prejean,	author	of 	Dead	Man	Walking,	spoke	at	the	church	I	attend	
near	campus.	A	line	she	quoted	from	Saint	Basil	remains	 in	my	daily	 thought:	









“How did I work for justice today?” Or more broadly, “How did I act with inten-





models	of 	 intentionality,	fosters	an	environment	of 	contemplative	action.	The	
writing,	reading,	and	discussion	that	accompanies	graduate	school,	however,	are	




























“What do you think? What would you do with these options?” This action has 
sometimes been difficult for me, especially as a new professional trying to learn 










making. The reflections on my mistakes, my growth, and my work have given me 
a	window	from	which	to	view	the	transitions	of 	the	last	few	months	and	to	feel,	
almost	tangibly,	 the	process	of 	the	transition	to	action	within	a	framework	of 	
awareness. The reflections have also reminded me of  Jackie’s wisdom; I need to 
know	myself 	and	my	needs	in	this	moment.	I	change	as	my	surroundings	change,	
and	so	should	my	approach	to	my	work	as	I	grow,	learn,	and	hopefully	become	
more	aware	of 	myself 	and	of 	those	around	me.
The	chair	that	I	sit	in	most	frequently	each	day	now	is	still	near	the	window.	It	
faces	south	and	looks	out	onto	a	busy	sidewalk.	It	also	has	a	history	of 	those	
who have sat in it: curious, frustrated, confident, calm, and humorous. Some who 
have	sat	before	me	have	left	notes	on	lips	of 	drawers	or	on	desk	edges:	“Listen.	
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